
 I have musical formation of percussion, trumpet, piano, singing, 
guitar and composition. I was a member of a musical group Mugroman 

as singer and guitarist from 2002 to 2014, with more than 
300 concerts and six published discs. Now I am the singer and bassist 

of the parisian band Aster.

MUSIC

Creative, teamwork, leadership, extrovert, responsible, 
competent, well-organized, facility in solving problems 
under pressure, availiability to travel.

qualities

- musical journalist- TRESDEU MEDIA (2014- 2015)
- tv journalist - tva (espagne) (2013-2015)
- tv journalist - MEDIAPRO/ CANAL + (2014)
- tv journalist - RTVV/ CANAL 9  (2011- 2012)

other jobs and collaborations

Creator and director of 'musicAlacant',tv musical program 
with interviews and lives about the most important 
spanish bands.

- director tv program - musicalacant (espagne)
(10/2012- 12/2013)

Writing contents for the printed publishing of the Üalà's 
musical magazine and for the on-line site.

- editor in chief - musical magazine Üalà (espagne)
(02/2013- 03/2015)

Deputy editor in chief of the site: melty.es writing 
contents, social media management, strategy and coordination 
of a team of 19 journalists. Referencing SEO and Google 
Analytics. Person in charge of videos in Spanish of meltygroup.

- deputy editor in chief - meltygroup (Paris) 
(02/2015-08/2016)

Conception, design and launch of new broadcasts. Internal 
control and competitive benchmarking. Following all video 
projects. Testing and implementating new tools for the video 
creation. Statistical follow-up of the video performances. 
Building technological partnerships.

- Video Development Manager - meltygroup (Paris) 
(09/2016- present)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

UNIVERSIDAD MIGUEL HERNÁNDEZ (2005-2010)

- bachelor’s degree in JOURNALISM

UNIVERSIDADE DO PORTO/ PORTUGAL (2009-2010)

- bachelor’s degree in communication sciences (ERASMUS)

UNIVERSITAT DE VALÈNCIA (2013-2014)

- MASTERs degree in audiovisual content and formats (BAC +5)

academic FORMATION

SOFTWARE
#editorial #SEO #VIDEO #design #audio

tweetdeck

hootsuite

snapchat

instagram

Facebook
twitter

SOCIAL

italian

PORTUGUESE

ENGLISH

FRENCH

CATALAN

SPANISH

LANGUAGES

paris, 75019

@javiivanyez

javier.ivanyez@gmail.com

javiivanyez.com

+33 (0) 7 83 40 53 86 
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